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 eu.c.l search for gold and valuables, Oskar must return home to save his family. Germany Other Names: Oskar Schindler's List Country: Language: Code: 21-12-1281 Episodes: 47 Actors: Setting: Themes: Trivia: An earlier version of the story was used as an episode of the PBS television series, Masterpiece Theater. Controversy Awards and nominations International Broadcast See also List of
Holocaust films References External links Category:2007 television films Category:2000s war films Category:2000s drama films Category:Drama films based on actual events Category:Films directed by Steven Spielberg Category:Films scored by John Williams Category:Films set in Kraków Category:Films set in Kraków during World War II Category:Films set in Poland Category:Films shot in

Israel Category:Films about the Holocaust Category:Films about the labor movement Category:Films about workers' rights Category:Films about the resistance during World War II Category:Films about people convicted of war crimes Category:Films about the Polish resistance movement Category:Films about capital punishment Category:Films with screenplays by Steven Spielberg Category:Warner
Bros. filmsUse of a three-dimensional virtual reality simulator to assess joint awareness during laparoscopic cholecystectomy. A survey of 100 laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) surgeons was conducted to assess whether they believed that surgeons practice'mindful' surgery. Awareness of anatomical structures was assessed via a three-dimensional (3D) virtual reality simulator (LapSim). Subjective

assessment of the degree of surgical preparedness was also made via the same survey tool. A total of 68 surgeons completed the questionnaire. There was a strong correlation between the time surgeons have spent in training and the subjective assessment of surgical preparedness (Spearman's ρ = 0.57, p
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